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ABSTRACT

The process of human segmentation and labelling of speech can
be seen as a two-step process. In the first step humans listen to a
speech signal, recognize the word and phoneme sequence, and
roughly determine the position of each phonetic boundary. In the
second step humans examine several speech signal features
(waveform, energy, spectrogram, etc.) to place a phonetic
boundary time mark where these features best satisfy a certain
set of conditions specific for that kind of phonetic boundary. In
this paper an automatic two-stage system for phonetic
segmentation and labelling of speech is presented. This system
tries to mimic the two-step process of human segmentation and
labelling of speech. The first stage of the system is a context-
dependent phonetic HMM recognizer that yields the recognized
phoneme sequence and a set of rough phonetic boundary time
marks. The second stage extracts several speech signal features
that are intended to be the counterpart of those examined by
humans. These features are used to refine each rough time mark
obtained in the first stage. Each time mark is moved to a near
position where the degree of truthfulness of a certain set of fuzzy
logic conditions (specific for that kind of phonetic boundary) is
maximum. These fuzzy logic conditions are intended to be the
counterpart of the conditions tested by humans.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many areas of speech research take advantage of automatic
learning techniques that rely on large segmented and labelled
corpora. In speech recognition such corpora are needed to train
models and to test recognizers. However, most common speech
recognizers (HMM based speech recognizers) don’t rely on
phonetically segmented and labelled corpora for either training
or testing. It is in speech synthesis where the need for automatic
phonetic segmentation and labelling of speech is becoming more
and more important. In particular, there is an increasing interest
in allowing quick adaptation of Text to Speech (TTS) systems to
a particular speaker’s voice. In most cases this adaptation
process requires creating a new concatenative unit inventory and
adapting a prosodic model for that particular speaker. An
automatic segmentation and labelling system would boost this
process, not only providing an invaluable help in obtaining the
concatenative unit inventory, but also facilitating the training of
data-driven prosodic models.

1.1. Different Approaches

Although many different methods of speech segmentation a
labelling have been proposed, most of them follow one of the
two approaches:

• Approach 1: Methods that try to reutilize speech
recognition techniques, basically using the same
feature extraction algorithms and HMMs[1,2,3].

• Approach 2: Methods that try to use special
features and algorithms[4,5,6].

Approach 1is adopted based on the similarities between th
problems of speech recognition and speech segmentat
However, these problems are not exactly the same. In particu
speech recognition and its techniques are not focused
obtaining precise phonetic boundary time marks, but only o
identifying the phonemes uttered. Not surprisingly, phonet
boundary time marks obtained with speech recognitio
techniques contain very few large errors (compared to t
duration of a phoneme) because these techniques allow relia
phoneme identification, but many small errors due to the po
time resolution of these techniques at detecting speech chan
Approach 2tries to overcome this lack of time resolution by
using special features and techniques optimized to precis
detect changes in speech. This approach leads to less s
errors in time marks, but also to more large errors because it fa
at identifying phonemes.

An ideal segmentation and labelling system should be capable
both, detecting speech changes with high time resolution, a
reliably identifying phonemes. However, the features examin
to accomplish each task are not valid for the other. Specifica
the features needed to allow reliable phoneme identificati
must contain detailed information about the spectrum (hig
frequency resolution) and therefore have poor time resolutio
while the features with high time resolution needed to allo
precise time mark positioning have poor frequency resoluti
and therefore don’t allow accurate phoneme identification.
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1.2. Human segmentation of speech

Even humans, the nearest to the ideal in speech segmentation
and labelling, suffer from this trade-off between the features
needed to identify the phonemes and those needed to determine
the exact time position of a phonetic boundary. In fact humans
examine different features to accomplish each of these two tasks.
What is more, humans accomplish these two tasks in two
different steps, each one using its own features and methods:

• Step 1: Listening to the speech in order to
identify the phoneme sequence and roughly
determine the position of a phonetic boundary.

• Step 2: Visually examining several features of
the speech signal (waveform, energy,
spectrogram, etc.) around the rough position of
the phonetic boundary determined instep 1 in
order to place the phonetic boundary time mark
where these features best satisfy certain
conditions specific for that kind of phonetic
boundary.

Listening provides a detailed frequency analysis, but lacks from
time resolution. That’s why a second step that examines features
with high time resolution is needed to refine the rough idea about
the position of the phonetic boundary obtained instep 1.

A parallelism can be established betweenapproach 1 to
automatic speech segmentation andstep 1 of human
segmentation of speech. In both cases a detailed frequency
analysis allows reliable identification of the phoneme sequence
and only a reliable rough idea about the position of each
phonetic boundary. Also betweenapproach 2andstep 2. In both
cases a high time-resolution analysis allows precise speech
changes detection, but doesn’t allow accurate phoneme
identification.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The main idea of our system, and the most important idea
presented in this paper, consist in trying to combine both
approaches to automatic segmentation in the same way that
humans combine similar informations in the two-step process of
manual segmentation of speech. In order to achieve this goal we
propose a system based on two stages:

• Stage 1: Uses a context-dependent phonetic
HMM recognizer (approach 1) to obtain the
phoneme sequence and an initial set of rough
phonetic boundary time marks, given the word
sequence and the speech signal.

• Stage 2: Refines each time mark obtained in the
previous stage by examining several features
with high time resolution (approach 2) around
the rough time mark. Each time mark is moved
to the position where the degree of truthfulness
of a set of fuzzy logic conditions (specific for
each kind of phonetic boundary) applied to these
features is maximum.

These two stages try to be the counterpart of the two steps
human segmentation of speech. Conceptually,Stage 2is the
most important because is the stage in which results of bo
approaches are combined trying to mimic the human process
speech segmentation.

A thorough description of our complete segmentation an
labelling system is shown in Figure 1 and described
subsequent sections. Section 3 describes how the phone
sequence and theinitial time marksare obtained from the speech
signal and the word sequence. Section 4 describes the use
method to cancel a kind of systematic error in theinitial time
marksto obtain theintermediate time marks. Finally, section 5
describes the fuzzy logic post-correction system that refines
intermediate time marks to obtain thefinal time marks.

Figure 1: Segmentation and labelling system overview.
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3.  OBTAINING PHONEME SEQUENCE
AND INITIAL TIME MARKS

The aim ofstage 1of our system is to obtain the most accurate
sequence of phonemes uttered and rough phonetic boundary
time marks. In order to do this,stage 1takes as its inputs the
word sequence uttered and the speech signal, and uses a speaker-
independent, context-dependent phonetic HMM recognizer. The
word sequence greatly facilitates obtaining the phoneme
sequence, but doesn’t determine it because of the possibility of
alternative pronunciations of words and optional between-words
silences. To solve this ambiguity a grammar that allows these
possibilities is generated (alternative pronunciations are obtained
using fixed rules). This grammar is used by the HMM
recognizer, which yields not only the recognized phoneme
sequence, but also a set of initial phonetic boundary time marks.

4. CONTEXT-DEPENDENT HMM
TRAINING ERROR CANCELLATION

It is well known that context-dependent phonetic HMMs allow
more accurate phoneme sequence recognition than context
independent phonetic HMMs[1,3], as they provide a much more
detailed representation of the spectral structure of phonemes,
including coarticulation effects. However, it has been much
more common the use of context-independent HMMs than the
use of context-dependent HMMs for speech segmentation and
labelling. Moreover, it has been shown [1,3] that context-
independent HMMs lead to more precise phonetic boundary
time marks than context-dependent HMMs.

Stage 1of our system uses context-dependent HMMs because
the aim of stage 1 is to obtain the most accurate phoneme
sequence, and only rough phonetic boundary time marks.
However, causes of the errors committed by context-dependent
HMMs have been investigated, and a new method for statistical
cancellation of a source of error is proposed.

4.1. Causes of Errors

One of the main advantages of HMMs in speech recognition is
that they don’t need phonetically segmented speech for training.
The training process itself generates an implicit segmentation
that is used to decide which segments to use to train each model.
This segmentation is obtained with an iterative algorithm. Each
iteration trains a set of models using a given segmentation, and
then uses these models to obtain a refined segmentation. The
starting point is a simple speech segmentation, usually a uniform
segmentation or a segmentation obtained with a set of seed
HMMs. The final result is a segmentation in which the segments
used to train a model tend to be as similar as possible.

When context-independent models are used, the model of each
phoneme is trained with segments containing that phoneme in
different contexts. Therefore the iterative training process tends
to retain in the segments used to train that model only the
common part present in all segments, that is, the speech segment
corresponding to that phoneme. When context-dependent
models are used, the model of a phoneme in a particular context

is trained only with segments containing that phoneme in t
same context. Therefore the iterative training process have
clue to distinguish between the phoneme and its context, a
may well retain in the segments used to train that model t
phoneme and part of its context, or only part of the phonem
When this happens, the use of these models for spee
segmentation lead to systematic errors in time marks. We c
this kind of errorcontext-dependent HMM training errors.

4.2. Statistical Cancellation of Errors

A method for cancelling this kind of errors has been develope
Basically it consist in comparing two phonetic segmentations
the same corpus, a manual segmentation and an autom
segmentation using context-dependent HMMs. As a result
this comparison two statistics are computed for each state
each HMM, the average percentage of speech assigned to e
state by the automatic segmentation that is assigned to a diffe
phoneme (the phoneme to the right or to the left) in the manu
segmentation. These statistics are then used to correct the t
marks obtained with context-dependent HMMs. In our syste
this method is used to correct theinitial phonetic boundary time
marks obtained with the context-dependent HMM recognize
thus obtaining theintermediate phonetic boundary time marks.

5. REFINING TIME MARKS: FUZZY
LOGIC POST-CORRECTION SYSTEM

Results ofstage 1of our system (and also results ofstep 1of
human segmentation) are the phoneme sequence and a ro
idea of the position of each phoneme boundary (given by t
intermediate time marks). In order to refine these time marks
stage 2examines certain features which try to be the counterp
of the features examined by humans instep 2. As humans, in
order to place a particular phoneme boundary time markstage 2
of our system only examines these features around the rou
time mark obtained instage 1 for that phoneme boundary.
Specifically, stage 2 only examines these features in the
refinement intervalof that time mark, defined as the interva
limited by the nearestintermediate time markbefore and after
that time mark. Finally,stage 2moves the time mark being
refined to the position of therefinement intervalwhere the
features examined best satisfy a certain set of fuzzy log
conditions specific for that kind of phonetic boundary. Thes
fuzzy logic conditions try to be the counterpart of the condition
tested by humans.

5.1. Features

Two kinds of features are used:signal features andintermediate
features.Signal features are computed based solely on th
speech signal whileintermediatefeatures are computed base
solely on theintermediate time marks. Intermediatefeatures
only exist to allow the combination of the information given b
the intermediate time marksand the information given by the
signal features.
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Signal features.Signal featuresat a time position are computed
based on two windows of fixed width, one to the right and one to
the left of that time position. Depending on how these windows
are used, four different methods of computing these features
have been considered: computing the average of a feature over
the window before that time position (LEFT), after that time
position (RIGHT), computing the difference between the
formers (DELTA), and computing the correlation between a
feature in the window before and after that time position
(CORR). Mean energy (ENER), zero crossing rate (ZCR) and
mean frequency (FREQ) are computed with the three firsts
methods, while signal (SIG), energy contour (ENER), and mean
spectrogram (SPEC) correlations are computed with the fourth
method, yielding a total of 12signal features.

Intermediate features. Only two intermediate featuresare
considered at each time position: distance from that time
position to the intermediate time mark being refined
(DIST_INTER), and distance from that time position to the
optimal position of the phonetic boundary according to the
intermediate time marks surrounding the time mark being
refined and a duration model (DIST_OPT_DUR). At the
moment the duration model is an extremely simple model
assuming equal duration for all phonemes.

Both signal features andintermediatefeatures are computed at
each ms of therefinement intervaland are normalized.

5.2. Fuzzy Logic Rules

At each ms of therefinement intervalthese features are
introduced as the inputs of a fuzzy logic reasoning system that
computes a kind oftransition probabilitybased on those features
and a set of fuzzy logic rules specific for the kind of phonetic
boundary being refined. Thefinal phonetic boundary time mark
is placed at the position of therefinement intervalwhere this
transition probabilityis maximum.

The main advantage of using fuzzy logic for this task is that
fuzzy logic provides a very straightforward way to introduce
human knowledge (which is fuzzy by nature) in computer-based
systems [7]. In this case, the goal is introducing the knowledge
used by phoneticians to place a time mark for a certain kind of
phonetic boundary. This knowledge can be expressed as certain
conditions that several speech signal features must satisfy at that
phonetic boundary. Let’s consider, for instance, the knowledge
used by humans to place a time mark at a voiced-unvoiced
phonetic transition. It is well known that a voiced-unvoiced
transition is a transition from a high energy region to a low
energy region. The knowledge included in the previous sentence
can be included in our segmentation system as the following
fuzzy logic rules:

       if ( ENER_RIGHT is LOW ) => TRANS_PROB is HIGH
       if ( ENER_LEFT is HIGH ) => TRANS_PROB is HIGH

where ENER_RIGHT and ENER_LEFT are the inputs to the
fuzzy logic system, HIGH and LOW are fuzzy sets, and
TRANS_PROB is the output of the fuzzy logic system.

These fuzzy logic rules are contained in an ASCII file with th
format shown in Figure 2. First of all there is a declaration of th
phoneme labels used. After that, several sets of phonemes
defined. Finally, the file defines severaltransition rules,
composed of an initial and final set of phonemes and a set
weighed fuzzy logic rules.

Each transition rule is supposed to be valid for the transitions
between a phoneme contained in the initial phoneme set a
other contained in the final phoneme set. Although seve
transition rulescan be valid for a given phonetic transition, only
onetransition ruleis applied: the first validtransition rulefound
in the file. Therefore most specifictransition rulesare at the
beginning of the file, while most general ones are at the en
Once decided thetransition rule to apply, its set of weighed
fuzzy logic rules is used to compute thetransition probability
(TRANS_PROB). Five different weights are allowed for eac
fuzzy logic rule to take into account the different importance o
each one. For each of the fuzzy rules in the set an intermedi
transition probability is computed based on the action and th
degree of truthfulness of the condition. Then these intermedi
values are combined using the weights assigned to each fu
rule to obtain the output of the fuzzy logic system, the transition
probability.

Figure 2: Extract of the ASCII fuzzy logic rules file.

6. RESULTS

Results have been obtained for Castilian Spanish using th
different corpora. One from a professional speaker (A) with 4
sentences and 1221 phonemes, a subset of the former (A’) w
20 sentences and 609 phonemes, and other more natur
uttered by a non-professional speaker, with 115 sentences
21218 phonemes. All corpora were manually segmented by
phonetician. Corpus A’ was manually segmented by tw
different phoneticians to compare manual segmentations.

PHONEMES { a b d e g i x k l jj m n J o p r rr s t u T f tS * }

SET UNVOICED = { x s T f p t k * }
SET VOICED = { a e i l jj m n J o u }

TRANSITION VOICED - UNVOICED
  {
    HIGHEST_WEIGHT :
      if ( DIST_INTER is HIGH ) => TRANS_PROB is LOW
   HIGH_WEIGHT :
      if ( ENER_RIGHT is LOW ) => TRANS_PROB is HIGH
      if ( ENER_LEFT is HIGH ) => TRANS_PROB is HIGH
    MEDIUM_WEIGHT :
      if ( SPEC_CORR  is LOW ) => TRANS_PROB is HIGH
    LOW_WEIGHT :
      if ( DIST_OPT_DUR is HIGH ) => TRANS_PROB is LOW
    LOWEST_WEIGHT :
      if ( ENER_CORR is HIGH ) => TRANS_PROB is LOW
  }
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6.1. Phoneme Sequence Detection.

Table 1 shows the percentage of phonemes correctly detected,
substituted, deleted and inserted for each corpus. There are very
few phonetic errors, partly due to the context-dependent models.

Table 1: Performance of phoneme sequence detection.

6.2. Results Optimizing Rules For Corpus A

To obtain these results, the context-dependent HMM training
error cancellation system was trained with corpus B, and a set or
fuzzy logic rules were designed mainly using phonetic
knowledge, but also manually adjusting weights to optimize
performance for corpus A. Figure 3 and Table 2 show the error
distributions obtained with corpus A just after the HMM
recognizer (initial marks), after the context-dependent HMM
training error cancellation system (intermediate marks) and after
the fuzzy logic post correction rules (final marks). It can be seen
that the context-dependent training error cancellation system and
the fuzzy logic post-correction system produce impressive
improvements in time marks.

Figure 3: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus A.

Table 2: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus A.

6.3. Automatic vs. Manual Segmentation

In order to compare automatic and manual segmentation, cor
A’ was used. This corpus was manually segmented by tw
different phoneticians, so that an error distribution of
segmentation can be obtained taking the other as referen
Figure 4 and Table 3 show the results obtained with th
automatic and the manual segmentation.Final marks have an
error distribution only a little worse than the one of manua
segmentation. Even knowing that the fuzzy rules have be
optimized for corpus A, results show an impressive power of t
proposed method to mimic human segmentation of speech.

Figure 4: Human vs. automatic segmentation performance.

Table 3: Human vs. automatic segmentation performance.

6.4. Speaker dependence

Results obtained in previous sections were obtained us
corpus A and fuzzy rules optimized for that corpus. In order
determine if these rules are general enough to be used with o
corpus and speakers, results were also obtained for corpu
using the same rules. In this case corpus A was used to train
context-dependent HMM training error cancellation system
Results presented in Figure 5 and Table 4 also show an impor
improvement in the time marks, but not so important as wi
corpus A. The reasons of this behaviour could be that t
context-dependent HMM training error cancellation system w
trained with less data, that the weights of the rules retain so
specific aspects of corpus A that are not valid for corpus B, a
that the sentences in corpus B were uttered in a relaxed w

Corpus #Phon %Cor %Sub %Del %Ins

A 1221 96.23 3.60 0.16 0.33

A’ 609 96.39 3.28 0.33 0.33

B 21218 97.35 2.13 0.51 0.69

Time Marks
%Correct marks (error < tolerance)

<5ms <10ms <20ms <50ms

Initial 22.95 49.86 78.89 96.77

Intermediate 38.71 66.64 89.59 99.45

Final 62.12 82.49 94.19 99.54

Time Marks
%Correct marks (error < tolerance)

<5ms <10ms <20ms <50ms

Initial 20.81 47.88 78.82 97.79

Intermediate 40.15 67.03 91.90 100.00

Final 61.88 83.98 95.40 99.63

Manual 70.80 87.44 96.94 99.83
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Anyhow, the results still present an important improvement in
time marks precision. Moreover, although numerical results are
not available due to the high cost of obtaining manually
segmented corpora, the system has been used with other
speakers, male and female, and even adapted and used with other
languages. In these cases a revision of the automatic time marks
obtained has shown that the precision obtained is more than
acceptable. This kind of revisions have also shown that the
quality of the speech is very important for the segmentation
system to achieve good results. In particular results obtained
with speech clearly uttered by professional speakers are much
better than those obtained with speech naturally uttered by non-
professional speakers, like corpus B.

Figure 5: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus B.

Table 4: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus B.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Combination of HMMs and fuzzy logic trying to mimic the
process of human segmentation of speech is, at least, a
conceptually interesting idea. In this paper we have shown that it
is much more than that. It is a real and practical possibility that,
in some cases, can lead to results almost as good as the ones
obtained with a manual segmentation. However, further testing
should be desirable to better compare human segmentation with
our system, and also to reach a deeper knowledge of the
dependence of results on the speaker.

In addition to further testing, it would be desirable to improv
some weak points that our system still has. Probably the m
important is the inclusion of a more detailed phoneme durati
model which takes into account the different typical duration
phonemes. Other weak point is the manual training of weights
fuzzy rules. It would be highly desirable to develop an automa
algorithm for training these weights, and therefore avoid a lon
manual optimization phase. Finally, other interesting idea whi
will make the system behaviour more similar to that of human
is refining the phonetic transition time marks with a hierarchic
algorithm. First refining the easiest phonetic transitions, and th
using these reliable phonetic boundary time marks and t
duration model to refine the most difficult ones.
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Figure 3: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus A.

Figure 4: Human vs. automatic segmentation performance.

Figure 5: Improvement achieved in time marks with corpus B.


